THE AWARENESS FOR A
SUSTAINABLE AND GREENER
ENVIRONMENT STILL CONTINUES.

He that plants trees loves others beside himself.
The three days boot camp organised for the Africa Green

Grant Selected Finalists was filled with many activities.
The foundation amongst other environmental organizations
also took part in the celebration of the World Clean-up Day
and in service to the environment, we embarked on a clean-

up exercise in two cities; Ibadan and Ijebu Ode.
The maiden edition of the Green Awards, the first of its kind
in Africa was a SUCCESS!!!
Learn more about our partnerships, support and advocacy for

environmental development.
The 2020 Africa Green Grant Application is Now Open!!!
The Future is Now!!! Let your Actions Save You
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EETFOUNDATION GREEN GRANT BOOTCAMP

The Group General Manager of the Foundation;
Barr. Adanna Kalejaye welcomed the 2019 cohorts
to the boot camp and congratulated them on
scaling through to the final stage. She expressed
her joy knowing youths are stepping up by
becoming creative thinkers and taking it upon
themselves to save the planet. Barr. Kalejaye posits

2019 Cohorts

that technology is a major tool in improving and

Eleven Eleven Twelve Foundation organised a 4

safeguarding the environment.

days boot camp at Ilaji Resort, Ona-Ara Local
Government, Ibadan. The Africa Green Grant is part
of our effort to support and empower youths to
implement

ways

to

create

a

sustainable

environment and a circular economy. We requested
for

applications

entrepreneurs

in

from

interested

the

environmental

young
and

agricultural sector who have innovative ideas to
solve problems within these sectors. The boot
camp was specifically meant for the applicants who

The founder of Eleven Eleven Twelve Foundation;
Mr Adetunji Lam- Adesina with the selected
finalists

were chosen after reviewing the applications
submitted for the Green Grant which came to a
close early last year. At the end of the screening, 10
finalists from the various geopolitical zones were
selected. The boot camp was held from the 26th29th August, 2019. At the boot camp, the applicants
were trained by experienced and successful
business intellectuals on the key aspects of
business set up and management.
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Both the EETF team members and cohorts made
acquaintances. The Group General Manager finally

implored them to relax, listen and learn during the
training sessions.

The boot camp was also an

opportunity for the cohorts to interact amongst
themselves and with the EETF team members.

The different training sessions were;
1.

2.

3.

Art of the start; Problem identification, Idea
Validation, Value Proposition, Market
Validation and Analysis facilitated by Barr.
Kayode Akinsola; Founding Partner of Queen
Attorney.
Business and the Law; Registration and
Taxation by Barr. Akintoba Kalejaye; Senior
Partner, Kunle Kalejaye San & Co.
Branding: Vision, Mission, Core Values,
Objective and Elevator Pitch by Victor
Fatanmi, Co-Founder; Fourth Canvas

4.

Leadership development training by Sanmi
Adebunmi, Founder of IMentor.

5.

Basics of Idea Pitching by Ms. Abiola Adenuga;
Managing Director, Pefti Film Institute.

3.

Marketing Strategy; Customer Engagement
and Retention by Dr. Esther Longe; Founder,
Girls Talk.

4.

Business Finance and Basic Book Keeping by
Ifeoma Okonkwo; Director of Finance, Mavin
Global Entertainment Nigeria Ltd.

5.

I.T and the 21st Century by Dara Oladapo;
Customer Success Engineer, Microsoft

6.

Business Plan Development and Review by
Olalekan Sipasi; Founder, Protect Ozone.

Upon the completion of the training, the finalists
were required to pitch their ideas to a set of judges;
Ms.
Adesuwa
Obasuyi
(an
Environment
Consultant), Dr. Olawale Olayide (Sub dean; Centre
for Sustainable Development, University of Ibadan)
and Mr Olumide Coker. (Media and Marketing
Officer, Chartered Institute of Stockbrokers). The
boot camp was also filled with activities such as
exercises, class activities and games.

A cross section of the 2019 Cohorts during one
of the training sessions
The founder addressing the selected finalists
The other training sessions were;
1.

Human Resource; attracting and retaining the
right talents by Mrs Olamide Ayoola, Human
Resource Manager, ROM Oil Mills.

2.

The art of Storytelling by Mrs Adedamola
Ladejobi, Founder; AskDamz
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At the end of the training, Mr Adetunji LamAdesina (Founder) addressed the participants
stating how proud he is of the youth involvement in
the sustainability of the environment. He stated
that their creative and innovative ideas to protect
the environment and secure the future were steps
in the right direction.

Furthermore, he encouraged them to remain
focused on their goals; he considered them all
winners for them to have reached the final stage.

The founder in a group picture with the judges,
finalists and EET Foundation Team Members

EETF Volunteers at the JCI Ibadan
Elite Sensitization at Bashorun Market

We conducted a feedback survey; and it delights us

The sensitisation walk started from Idi-Ape area

to know that the cohorts gained lessons to inspire

of Ibadan to the Bashorun Market educating

and motivate them in their work to improve lives

residents on cleanliness, proper waste disposal,

and the environment. We are fully prepared for the

waste

Next Edition of the Africa Green Grant Boot camp.

sanitation practices. We also informed them that

sorting

and

healthy

environmental

we will be holding a cleaning session in
WORLD CLEAN UP DAY 2019

commemoration of the World Clean-up day and
urged them to be prepared to participate and

JCI Ibadan Elite Sensitisation on World Clean-up
Day

The volunteers joined the Junior Chambers
International Ibadan Elite Chapter at Bashorun on
the 14th of September, 2019 at 9:15am to sensitise
the market women at Bashorun in preparation of
the World Clean-up day; the 21st September, 2019.
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ensure the safety of our environments. The
sensitisation program came to an end around
3pm.

The World Clean-up Day harnesses the power of
everyday people to achieve incredible things by
coming together. Its beauty lies in cooperation and
collaboration: building bridges between disparate
communities, and including all levels of society –
from citizens to business, to government.

Together with other environmental groups, EETF

The before and After pictures of Lagos Garage, Ijebu
Ode and Molete High School, Ibadan

took to the street to commemorate the World
Clean-up day. In playing our own part in nation

IBADAN LOCATION

building and invariably sustainable development,

The 2019 World Clean Up exercise started at

we cleaned up two area in tow major cities in

around 8:20am with the distribution of shirts and

Nigeria, Ibadan (in Oyo state) and Ijebu-ode (in

tools to everyone present which include members

Ogun state.)

of Alluvia Unique Concepts, Eleven Eleven Twelve
Foundation, African Clean-up Initiative, West Africa
ENRG, landlords association Zone 2 Ologede,
including the chairman, volunteers, teachers and
students of Molete High School.

Participants of the World Clean-up day at Ibadan
location
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The

group

was

split

into

two

for

the

commencement of the clean-up at the two venues

indiscriminately at the cleared up sites.
IJEBU LOCATION

simultaneously. The landlords association of zone 2
as well as the teachers and students of Molete High
School were all present to show their support by
participating actively in the clean-up exercise. At

The clean-up exercise started at 8:30am with all the
volunteers readily available at the clean-up venue –
Lagos Garage, Ijebu.

both locations, the teams were fully engaged in

We

sorting recyclables; pet bottles, cans and glass, and

organizations; Junior Chambers International (JCI)

other wastes into trash bags.

Obanta,

had

representatives

Tasued,

and

from

OOU

5

different

chapters,

NYSC

Environmental/Sanitation CDS members, West
Africa ENRG, Alluvia UC and College of Health, Ilese.
The team was divided into three:
Sensitisation team: The corps members and some
of the Environment health officers were part of this
team. They went around the market enlightening
them on the importance of cleaning their
environment and how their active involvement is
Participants at Lagos Garage, Ijebu Ode

very important in promoting a clean and healthier

During the exercise, the participants were given

environment. We distributed thrash bags for safe

light refreshments to boost their energy for the

keep and proper disposal of their waste.

ongoing tasks. The exercise ended with the
presentation of two receptacles to Molete High
School, and evacuation of sorted trash was done by
a waste service contractor.
The world Clean-up Day 2019 was successful. The
chairman of the Landlords Association said he will
ensure

that
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no

waste

will

be

dumped

Evacuation Team: this team was actively involved in

THE MAIDEN EDITION OF THE GREEN
AWARDS

the evacuation of waste from the drainage to the
side of the road.
Bagging team: they were involved in sorting and
bagging of evacuated waste into the waste nylons
that were provided.
The clean-up exercise lasted for 6 hours and we

FRIDAYS FOR FUTURE
In preparation of the 2019 Africa Green Awards,

the Foundation organised the first climate strike in
Ibadan. The Climate Strike was held at Agodi
Secretariat on the 8th November, 2019 with over 25
people present for the strike.

were able to totally clear the drainage.
The community members were really excited

because the drainage has always constituted
menace to the environment and they promised to
maintain its cleanliness.

Climate Strikers

The students and teachers of Molete High School
as they receive the new drums presented to them
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In attendance was Barr. Adanna Kalejaye (Group

THE GREEN AWARDS

General Manager), Adenike Oladosu (Climate
Striker

from

Abuja),

Seyifunmi

Adebote

(Environmental Activist), African Clean-up Initiative
volunteers and the foundation’s team members.
The strike started at 1:30pm with the Volunteer’s
Team Lead, Bolanle Sobowale welcoming everyone
to the climate strike. The team was divided into
four groups as each were facing the four cardinal

The Awards Plaques

points of their location. The purpose of the Climate

The 2019 Africa Green Awards was indeed a

Strike is to demand action on the climate crisis and

success as we had in our midst; The First Lady of

educate people on how they can protect the

The Sunshine State H.E Betty Anyanwu-Akeredolu,

environment to secure a better future.

The Former First Lady of Oyo State H.E Sarat LamAdesina, The Oyo State First Lady ably represented
by The Deputy Governor's Wife H.E Prof. Bola
Olaniyan and The Representative of The SSA SDGs
to the President of Nigeria Mrs Olufunlola Olaopa.
We also had an influx of environmentalist from the
geo-political zones of Nigeria and climate activists
from across Africa; Vanessa Nakate (Uganda),

Climate Strikers
The strike was bought to an end at about 4:00pm.

The Group Manager, Barr. Adanna Kalejaye thanked
everyone who came out for the strike. She
encouraged everyone to always preach the
eco-gospel.
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Elizabeth Wanjiru Wathuti (Kenya) and Adenike
Oladosu (Nigeria).

the history of Nigeria and Africa also featured the
presentation

of

several

awards

to

people

contributing positively to the environment and
agricultural sector. The Award categories and
winners were:
1.

2019 Africa Green Person Award: We
celebrate the spirit of Pan-Africanism, we

At the Africa Green Awards, the wife of the Ondo

have shared common struggles then it is a

State Governor; Her Excellency, Arabinrin Betty

necessity to celebrate the champions as a

Anyanwu-Akeredolu during the programme noted

continent. This award seeks to identify selfless

the

non-

people saving the planet and are interested in

governmental organisations. She stated further that

what they have to offer than what they have

through her foundation “BE MORE”, she has trained

to give. Congratulations to Elizabeth Wanjiru

over 1,000 girls in Renewable Energy.

Wathuti from Kenya.

importance

of

the

activities

of

The General Manager, Barr. Adanna Kalejaye

2.

2019 Green Female Award: The contributions

Eleven Eleven Twelve Foundation) gave the opening

of

speech as she talked about the activities of the

development are under appreciated; they

foundation. In her speech, she noted that the

play the role of managing resources for

Green Awards was incorporated to recognise

centuries. Women have been coming up with

individuals who are working towards not only the

innovative solutions, sustainable alternative

preservation of the environment but also the

and measures to solve environmental issues.

sustainability of the economy in general. She also

This award aims to shine light on the creative

urged the public to always think about the

ways women are playing a major role in

consequences of their actions as our man made

changing the world, pioneering the vision for

actions largely contributes to the degradation of

a sustainable future. The Winner of this

the planet.

Category is Tolulope Aina of Tolulope Farms

This year’s Africa Green Awards which is the first in
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women

in

and Youth Agvogates.

the

socio-economic

schools across the country.
5.

The

event

was

filled

with

various

performances such as music presentation by
Sade Blaq, Dance appearance by the Cymbals,
Spoken Words by Oyinkansola Sosanya and
Comedy by Peteru.
3.

2019 Under 40 Green Award: We decided to
raise the bar to accommodate people who
are doing valiantly as they grow older which is
different from most policies and programs
who celebrates youths under 35. In Africa,
most people are constrained by socioeconomic dynamics from breaking through at
an early age. This award aims to recognize
and encourage those contributing efforts to

The founder during the presentation of the 2019
Africa Green Grant Prize to the representatives of
the Winner; Yetunde Fadeyi of Rees Africa

make a great impact in the sector. The winner

4.

of this Category is Adebola Sobanjo of Recycle

The

Garb Hub Ltd.

announcement of the Green Grant Winner in

2019 Green Essay Competition: A healthy
planet is right for every child. The young ones
have a voice and they largely influence the

finale

of

the

Award

featured

the

person of Yetunde Fadeyi of Rees Africa who won
this year’s Grant Prize of One Million Naira
(N1.000.000.00).

older ones by showing them the importance

To champion a healthier environment, we support

and necessity of saving the environment. This

innovative

award is to cheer them on and amplify their

organisations who share our passion towards a

voices to the world. Makuochukwu Iyke-

positive change which will create rippling effects

Anunagba of Louisville Girls High School in

capable of changing the world.

Ogun State emerged the winner after
screening the essays received from several
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and

collaborative

individuals

and

The founder, Adetunji Lam-Adesina felt fulfilled by

their actions and some were provided with

the turnout of people coming together from all

recyclable nylons and drums to empty their waste

walks of life; this proves that there is an awakening

which would be evacuated by the Waste contractor

of collective consciousness towards safeguarding

in charge of the area.

our environment and promoting a sustainable

world.

The founder with Vanessa Nakate (Uganda)
Oladosu Adenike (Nigeria), Elizabeth Wanjiru
Wathuti (Kenya) and Jonathan Stewart (Liberia)
SENSITISATION

The Volunteer Lead, Bolanle Sobowale at a
landlord’s meeting

Our on-going outreach sensitisation program has

Not only do we utilize the door to door approach in

recorded success after success. One of the major

creating awareness, we also take advantage of

issues discovered during the pre-outreach baseline

their community gatherings, resident association

studies showed that lack of awareness as to the

meetings

dangers posed by the actions of the residents of

meetings to discuss the benefits of preserving the

these communities was a prevalent factor in

environment.

EETF
VOLUNTEERS
PROGRAM

continuous

activities

that

destroys

the

environment.,
The foundation enlightened them on the effects of
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and

landlord

association

monthly

In order to encourage compliance to the waste
management laws of the state, EETF began an

SPONSORSHIP AND PARTNEERING FOR A
GREENER SOCIETY

initiative to purchase and distribute receptacles for

1.

Green Tech Summer Camp

households without one at a highly subsidised rate.

The foundation sponsored a summer boot camp

They also had the privilege of instalment payment

organised by Green Tech Girls from the 5th-9th

to ease financial burden.

August, 2019. The summer boot camp was a fun
learning experience for girls as they were groomed
in areas of STEM and green energy technologies in
a fun and impactful environment. The Girls, during
the boot camp were trained on Green and
Renewable Energy, Installation of basic solar
electricity system, waste to wealth initiative
amongst others.

One of the volunteers presenting recyclable nylons
to a resident at Ologede Estate

Damilola Oladiipo facilitating the Girls on Team
Delivering receptacles to a household at Ologede
Estate
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Building and Entrepreneurship

The Eleven Eleven Twelve Foundation’s Team Lead

2. SUPPORT THROUGH RESOURCE

Mr Damilola Oladiipo trained the girls on Team
building and Entrepreneurship. He defined Team
building as a collective term for various types of
activities used to enhance social relations and

define

roles

within

teams,

often

involving

collaborative tasks. The most common goals of
team building are; Increase in Productivity,
Collaboration and Communication. He noted that
an entrepreneur should ensure they aim for
building the right team, recruiting those that share
in their vision and are passionate about their jobs.

Presentation of materials to Mitchelle Nwabuzor; Team

It is also important that an entrepreneur harnesses

Member, Sales and Partnership AIESEC Ibadan

the talent of their team so that every member feels
responsible and accountable to achieve that one
singular goal for which the team had set out for.
He concluded by saying the right team leads to the
following; building effective working relationships,
reducing team members' role ambiguity and finding
solutions to team problems.

We also support initiatives through monetary and
any other form of resource required aimed at
environmental

protection/sustainability

by

supporting them with money and other resources.
The

foundation

supported

African

Clean-up

Initiative Ibadan Chapter by supporting them with
refreshments for their clean-up exercise held at
Ogupa,

Ibadan.

(Association

We

also

Internationale

supported
des

AIESEC

Étudiants

en

Sciences Économiques et Commerciales) UI Chapter
by supplying them with materials needed for their
clean-up exercise held at Bodija, Ibadan on the 14th
of December, 2019.

Summer Boot Camp Girls
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3. LAGOS CLIMATE ACTION WEEK

The 5-day long programme (25th -29th November,

The foundation participated at the 2019 National

2019) featured a Climate Education Youth Forum;

Climate

Nigerian

Climate Action Leader’s Summit; Community Tree

Conservation Foundation (NCF) in collaboration

Planting; Guided Tour of Nature-based Action

with

Environment

Model (Lekki Conservation Centre); and was

Improvement Initiative (NAPEIN) and Urban Tree

capped with a Global Climate Strike March which

Revival. The week was designed to promote the

mobilized over 1,000,000 people across Nigeria

transition of climate innovation into climate actions

which our Project Lead, Mr. Zadok Adeleye and Mr

capable of mitigating and adapting the impact of

Damilola Oladiipo was opportune to be a part of.

Week

Nature

organised

Protection

by

and

The

climate change in Nigeria. The theme for the year’s
action week; Promoting Nature-based Investment
in building Climate Resilience in Nigeria which
focused on a wide area of integrating ecosystembased infrastructure into current climate solutions.

The second day featured a Climate Action Leader’s
Summit at the Lekki Conversation Centre. The panel

session moderated by Solomon Adefolu involved
Mr Bolahan Oki; Chief Resilience Officer, Lagos
State

Resilience

Office

(LASRO),

Dr

Dolapo

Fashewa, Ms. Sola Alamutu (Founder; Beach
Samaritan) and Mr Bankole.

Zadok Adeleye at the Climate Action Leader’s
Summit
Damilola Oladiipo at the Climate Action Leader’s
Summit
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The conversations held highlighted the effects of
climate change on the world, stating that the Lagos

4. INTERNATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY
CONFERENCE

Coast line is receding at Lekki. They proposed

On Wednesday, November 27, 2019, Barr. Adanna

nature based solutions such as planting of trees

Kalejaye, Mr Zadok Adeleye, Mr Damilola Oladiipo

which led to the activity for the third day; planting

and Miss. Bolanle Sobowale represented the

of trees at the shore line of Eti Osa Local

foundation

Government. Finally, they propose building coastal

Sustainability

resilience and livelihood through nature-based

academics and thought leaders across industries at

actions to save the world.

the 2019 edition of its International Sustainability

at

the

Lagos

Business

School

Centre

which

hosted

experts,

Conference themed, ‘Innovating for Inclusive and
Sustainable Growth’.
The International Sustainability Conference is an
annual dialogue-to-action platform to motivate
business leaders and corporate executives to
immerse sustainability practices in their strategy
and business operations to result in positive
impacts on the business and the society at large.
The conference is also an opportunity to network

and mingle with like minded organisations making
Climate Strike March

effort towards sustainable development in Africa.

The Climate Strike on Friday was led by Nature

The Director, LBS Sustainability Centre, Professor

Solomon and Eko Omobola, through the strike, they

Chris Ogbechie

raised awareness on the causes of environmental

reminded the audience of the purpose of the event

depletion and actions that can prevent man from

which is to shape the only home we have; The

going extinct. The Climate Strikers marched from

Earth. Furthermore, he added that organisations

Allen Roundabout to JJT Park at Alausa by the

should look beyond profit-making but to being

Governor’s office at which a document was

responsible,

presented to be passed on to the governor.
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citizens.

during the opening remarks

sustainable

and

good

corporate

Organisations who implement sustainable practices
delivered case presentations on various topics as it
relates to their operations and how these practices
have led to the greater good of the society.
Representing LAPO Microfinance Bank, Managing

Director, Godwin Ehigiamusoe who spoke on the
topic ‘Funding to reduce Energy Poverty’ said the
benefits of sustainability outweigh its costs as he
detailed how his organisation has reduced the use
of paper.
According to him, “Sustainable businesses will

reduce poverty. A business that decides to operate
Damilola Oladiipo, Bolanle Sobowale and Zadok
Adeleye at the International Sustainability
Conference

either as a whole or subsidiary will engage poor

Ogbechie said, “I am particularly interested in the

the Conference, ‘Inclusive Business: Africa’s Force

big, five sustainability storm clouds in Africa as they

for Good’ was delivered by Assistant Chief

are issues that can make or mar our existence as a

Economist, Development Bank of Nigeria, Professor

people. They are Energy and Climate Change,

Joseph Nnanna who went on to have a fireside chat

Education and Youth Empowerment, Food and

with Professor Chris Ogbechie. Conversations were

Water, Waste Management, and Poverty and Social

also held at a panel session with Chief Executive

Justice; however, our focus at this year’s conference

Officer,

Grooming

will be on poverty and social justice”.

Nwabunka;

Director,

Finally, Ogbechie called on businesses, civil society,
government, and media to ponder on their roles in
building an inclusive and sustainable economy and
society.
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people, bring them out of poverty and contribute
to economic development.” The keynote address at

Centre,
Corporate

Godwin
Affairs

and

Sustainable Business, Unilever Nigeria and Ghana,

Soromidayo George; Managing Partner, Banwo and
Ighodalo, Ken Etim; and Head, Human Resources
and Shared Services, Falcon Corporation, Chidinma
Maduka.

The panel session was moderated by Managing

6.

Director, SMEFunds Capital, Jubril Adeojo, the

DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE

conversations

bordered

on

the

need

INTERNATIONAL

CLIMATE

CHANGE

for

organisations to be innovative so as to meet the
needs of the huge consumer base at the bottom of

the pyramid. Technological innovations were also
affirmed as a key factor in securing a sustainable
future and also transforming Africa’s economic.
After several conversations, it was proposed that
the government can play a major supporting role in
advancing

sustainable

growth

by

increasing

Participants with Dr. Richard Munang and Set of
Panellists

sanctions for environmentally-unfriendly policies
on

The team partook in the program organized by

sustainability. The need for strict enforcement of

ICCDI (International Climate Change Development

existing sustainability policies was also highlighted.

Initiative)

and

review

archaic

laws

that

touch

themed;

Innovative

Volunteerism;

Effecting Mindset Change to Drive Climate Action &
Organisations, on the other hand, were called on to
embrace long-term sustainability initiatives and to

Create Wealth for the Youth on Saturday, 30th
November, 2019.

ensure that sustainability practices are adopted by
all staff. Decision-makers were also encouraged to
monitor and evaluate sustainability initiatives in
order

to

measure

impact

and

implementation for long-term impact.

improve

The Guest Speakers Dr. Richard Munang (Africa
Regional Climate Change Programme Coordinator,
United Nations Environment (UNEP)) emphasized
on the concept “Innovative Volunteerism” as a call
for African youths to put to good use their skills,
talents and initiatives as a solution to the
challenges we face to maximize the productivity of
each sectors.
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7. 2020 HULT PRIZE CHALLENGE
According to him, “we hate each other so much in
this continent, we need to do away with selfishness
and

individualism

to

truly

drive

Africa’s

transformation”. Thus, he believes every individual
should participate in implementing solutions to the
problems of Africa. We need to stop blaming our
leaders and see leadership as an individual
responsibility, leadership is taking the personal

Mr Adetunji Lam-Adesina

responsibility to do the right thing and inspiring

We received an invitation to the 2020 Hult Prize

others to do the right thing.

Unibadan Grand Finale as our colleague, Mr
Adetunji Lam-Adesina was on the panel serving as a

At the Panel session which

included Taiwo

judge. Hult Prize is dedicated to opening the world

Executive

through education for more than 50 years. The

Director; Recycle Points), Doyin Ogunye (Founder;

vision has been to provide life changing education

Kids Beach Garden), Temitope Okunnu (CEO; Fabe

and

International Foundation) and Olusola Adekoye

everywhere.

Adewole

(Environmental

Consultant

(President; NAPEIN), it was concluded

that we

need to motivate ourselves by gaining meaningful
knowledge which transcends to enhancing skills
and teaching other people.

transformative

experiences

to

people

Each year, the Hult Prize team issues a big bold

challenge aligned with a large market opportunity
meant to inspire and enable the world's brightest
minds to solve its greatest problems. This funding
encourages students to be creative thinkers and
innovative to come up with solutions to problems
in the World. This is broadcast widely through to
University students in more than 120 countries. The
theme for this year’s Hult prize is “Bold Business for
a Better Planet”
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The Winning Teams with the set of judges
A total of twelve (12) teams pitched their

EETF Team Members

innovative and creative ideas for sustainable
development. Technological innovations are crucial
for achieving long-term sustainable development,

8.

COMMISSIONER’S

UK
HIGH
RECEPTION

as it has the largest potential for improvement. The
team Eco-Pac won the University of Ibadan (UI)
Grand Finale and will be going to the regional
competition with the 1st and 2nd runner up; Team
GAEA and Team Paper Revolution. The Eco-Pac
team are working on revolutionising packaging
through the use of biodegradable materials.

To mark the run up to #COP26, the British High
Commissioner

Catriona

Laing

hosted

a

commonwealth reception. The founder, Mr
Adetunji Lam-Adesina attended the reception
alongside other environmental enthusiasts and
individuals taking a step toward tackling Climate
Change and environmental degradation. The

During and at the end of the program, our

gathering

colleague, Mr Tunji Lam-Adesina advised the teams

momentum on climate action to reduce and

on

reverse

how

they

can

make

their

businesses

environmentally friendly and sustainable.
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focused

biodiversity

on

propelling

loss

sustainable development.

and

global

promote

9. COURTESY
COLLEGE

VISIT

TO

LOUISVILLE

7.
The British High Commissioner, Catriona Laing
addressing the audience

The Team Members with the principal; Revd Sister
Matilda Adeboye and Mrs Ogunnupebi

The EETF team members; Zadok Adeleye, Damilola
Oladiipo,

Oyinkansola

Sosanya

and

Bolanle

Sobowale paid a courtesy visit to Louisville Girls
High School; the winner of the 2019 Green Essay
Competition. We were warmly received by the

principal; Revd Sister Matilda Adeboye and Mrs
Ogunnupebi. The intent of our visit was to form a
partnership

with

regards

to

environmental

education to further foster awareness among the
students and strengthen their knowledge on
Mr Adetunji Lam-Adesina and Ms. Adesuwa
Obasuyi

Environmental issues including proper waste
management,

climate

change,

environmental

sustainability, upcycling, recycling and others.
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10. NEERAH’S ART GALLERY OPENING

The team members with the winner of the Green
Essay
Competition;
Makuochukwu
IykeAnunagba and the 1st runner up; Eghwerehe Ujiri
To encourage the students, we met the winner and
the first runner up of the Essay Competition,
congratulated them and advised them to keep up
the good work.
The ambience of the school is serene and
conducive. The students are being groomed into
moral disciplined young ladies and creative
thinkers. Children are the future and it is our
collective responsibility to nurture them in ways to

Ralph Emerson says that Nature is beautiful

become great thinkers and problem solvers, so they

because it is alive, moving and reproductive. In

will be useful to themselves, their family and the

nature, we observe growth and development in

society at large.

living things, contrasted with the static or
deteriorating state of the vast majority of that
which is man-made.
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SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT;
A. GREEN MONDAY

There is a popular saying; Knowledge is Power. Be a
part of the winning team.
Neerah Olowu addressing members of the team

The team went to support a young female Nature
Photographer who takes delight in natural scenes
and showcasing the beauty of Mother Earth. She
opened her Art Gallery on Wednesday, 18th of
December, 2019 at Adamasingba.

Neerah Olowu in a distinct conversation with Mr
Adetunji Lam-Adesina
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TWEET CHAT
The level of education among the citizenry is still
very low, we have made it a point of duty to always
educate and inform people on the threats posed by
humans on the environment.

The interactive tweet chat session in August was
held by Kenneth Okonkwo and Olalekan Sipasi. The
topic

of

discourse

is;

Adopting

Sustainable

Agricultural Practices towards a safer environment.
Stay tuned to more interactive session as we are on
a journey to safeguarding the environment.

Aims
• To empower entrepreneurs through capacity
development, seed capital, mentoring and
networking with focus on the environmental
and agricultural sectors.
• To provide education regarding environmental
issues, agricultural development and acquisition
of skills for the development of individual’s

CURRENT EVENT

ability and healthier environment for all.

Africa Green Grant 2020

• To give grants to entrepreneurs in the
Eleven Eleven Twelve Foundation is pleased to
announce that application for the 2020 Green

environmental and agricultural sector of the
economy to reduce unemployment rate.

Grant Award is now open.
About the Grant

• To inspire, empower and promote a new

This grant was created within the framework of a

generation of entrepreneurs and social change

sustainability

agents

environment

through

the

empowerment and support for entrepreneurs and

who

are

passionate

about

our

environment.

small businesses who have innovative, creative and
sustainable ideas, products and services which

• To provide skills, knowledge and resources

seeks to reverse and stop the adverse effects been

needed for deserving and enterprising small

inflicted on the environment and in line with the

business start-ups towards enhancing individual

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

business development and raise successful
entrepreneurs across the country
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Deadline
Selection Process
All applications received will be reviewed carefully

The deadline for the application is 29th February
2020.

by selected judges. After evaluating and assessing
the applications, selected finalists will be chosen.

You

Each of these finalists will then proceed to a boot

www.eetfoundation.org to apply.

camp where they will be trained by seasoned and
professional business experts. The finalists, at the
end of the training sessions are hereby asked to
pitch their ideas to a panel of judges.
Funding Information
For the Africa Green Grant 2020, a total amount of
#1,000,000.00 (One Million Naira Only) will be won
and the winner will be announced at the 2020
Africa Green Awards Ceremony.
Eligibility Criteria

The financial support scheme is open to Africans,
both individuals and institutions/organisations
whose work/idea will impact or have impacted
positively on communities and the environment in
the environmental or agricultural sector. Individual
Applicants/Organisational Lead for the application
must not be older than 40 years old and must have
innovative ideas which can be implemented to
solve environmental problems in the society.
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are

hereby

implored

to

visit;

INFORMATIVE?
GET MORE ON;
www.eetfoundation.org

Get Social With Us:
@eet_foundation
@eet_foundation
fb.com/eetfoundation

Send Your Enquiries:
enquiries@eetfoundation.org

